Executive Primer

Hands-Free Revolution
How head-mounted tablets will pave the way to full
realization of the Industrial Internet and the real
productivity of things with connected industrial workers
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS ADDRESSED
What missing keystone innovation hinders the rapid expansion of the
Industrial Internet?
How will a market ecosystem coalesce around an industrial wearable computer
with a hands-free user interface?
What applications of the intelligent assistance for connected workers are early
adopters driving into their organizations?

FEATURED PRODUCTS
RealWear HMT-1 Head-mounted Tablet
HPE MyRoom

INTENDED READERS
Executives in charge of driving a competitive positioning to a commanding
position in the nascent market for the Industrial Internet.
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What is the executive summary of the hands-free revolution?
This executive primer addresses a critical requirement for the more rapid growth of the Industrial Internet: how the intelligent assistance (AI) of the connected
industrial worker will bridge the gap between the promise of the Industrial Internet of Things and the actual productivity of physical and digital assets of
organizations.

Essential Points
The intelligent assistance of
connected workers exploits the
power of edge computing of the
industrial wearable computer,
a suite of industrial worker
productivity software apps, and
cloud computing augmented with
machine learning and artificial
intelligence.

Connected workers represent an
estimated 100 million technical
blue- and gray-collar workers
who will use industrial wearable
computers and related software
and cloud services and hardware
accessories to improve their safety,
efficiency, and working knowledge
of their jobs.
Connected work will emphasize
the “intelligent assistance” (IA) of
field engineers, customer service
persons, equipment operators, and
other specialists in the inspection,
installation, maintenance, and
repair of machinery or the
performance support, safety
monitoring, and training of other
gray-collar workers.

This executive primer outlines an
evolutionary roadmap for the initial
stages of the Industrial Internet,
emphasizing the productivity of
connected workers and the physical
assets that they touch.
We recommend that industrial
organizations start with the rapid
prototyping of connected worker
solutions as the foundation for the
future.

HMT-1 Hero-A.1

The image above depicts the world’s first head-mounted tablet designed for
hands-free use by industrial workers in noisy environments

1 Transmediation connotes the conversion of existing content for more
natural, productive use with devices with voice-enabled user interfaces.
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The IA app suite will start
with mobile multiparty
webconferencing, document
viewing, rich-media work
instructions, interactive forms, and
augmented reality data dashboards.

2

Our initial research of early
adopters reveals successful
prototypes in noncritical areas—
specifically in training, onboarding
new workers, and “transmediation”1
of existing documents and content
for intuitive use in voice-enabled
head-mounted computers.
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There’s an elephant in the room.
We’re still years away from self-repairing machines.
When a machine breaks down, a trained worker must still repair it.
Thus, the productivity of connected industrial workers should be
today’s top priority.
Connected workers will be the Marines of the Industrial Internet:
First in, last out.

Why will intelligent assistance of connected workers become true catalyst for the
explosive growth of the true Industrial Internet?
It will take three to seven years for the Industrial Internet to emerge at scale. Nonetheless, pathfinders and early adopters have begun “colonizing the future”
with forward-thinking proofs of concept. This executive primer argues that the successful deployment of connected worker programs today will provide the
foundation for huge future gains from the Industrial Internet and productivity of things (machines, fleets, factories, refineries, and municipal infrastructure).

Intelligent assistance

3. Operational efficiencies can derive from the following:
Greater uptime of critical machines, equipment, systems, and processes—
all direct contributions to revenue, profit, and customer retention.
Greater uptime may include a combination of these factors:

Intelligent assistance (IA) represents an expanding set of tools, services, and
ways of collaborating. IA will start with mobile multiparty webconferencing,
document viewing, visual work instructions, interactive forms, and augmented
reality (AR) data dashboards.

Fewer incidents of unscheduled maintenance
Faster repair cycle times

We anticipate the subsequent emergence of new “edge solutions”2 and cloudbased machine learning (ML), artificial intelligence (AI), and AR capabilities.3

Fewer second or third trips due to missing parts or instructions
Fewer defects or mistakes made in a repair cycle

Progressive effects
The figure to the right depicts seven progressive effects on the productivity
of things. These are factors driving the systemic disruption of industry and the
near complete upending of industries and competitive advantage.

Systemic Disruption

1. Connected worker programs begin with a networked industrial wearable
computer that users can operate in a hands-free manner in noisy work
environments. The edge-computing head-mounted tablet from RealWear 4
represents the first of the scalable platforms in today’s market.

Progressive impacts of
intelligent assistance
of connected workers
on the productivity of
things and industries

2. IA of connected workers brings the power of apps and services optimized
for industrial wearable computers: remote collaboration and screen sharing,
real-time monitoring of safety and compliance protocols, geo-specific
documentation, videos, work instructions, forms, and AR dashboards.
2

Edge solutions represent powerful computers and apps that can operate in offline environments, addressing
the lack of high-speed connectivity with low latencies.

3

See https://www.ibm.com/watson

4

See https://www.realwear.com
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7. Securitization: Physical & Digital Assets
6. New Game-changing Business Models
5. Fusion Products & Leveraged Services
4. Differentiation & Right to Win
3. Operational Effciencies
2. Intelligent Assistance
of Connected Workers
1. Connected Worker Programs
Industrial Internet-Areas of Impact-A.4

Intelligent assistance of connected workers paves the way for greater productivity of things and
the promise of the Industrial Internet.
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7. Securitization follows a long-wave trend that began with real estate
investment trusts (REITs), divestiture of mobile communications towers to
private equity, and securitization of commercial-grade renewable energy
(solar, wind) assets.

4. Differentiation and the right to win reflects the broad improvement of
customer engagement and satisfaction assurance. Real-time monitoring of
service-level agreements (SLAs) and the performance of customer success
teams and individuals assist in differentiation.

Many otherwise profitable owners of physical assets (factories and plants)
will discover huge, never-ending costs associated with the corresponding
“digital twins” of their physical assets. Owners will seek to move these
digital assets off of their balance sheets and into subsidiaries, special
purpose vehicles, or a Newco for secondary public offerings.

In turn, the improved delivery of SLAs will increase customer retention rates
and switching costs associated with competitive options.
Greater differentiation and the right to win may derive from a combination
of these factors:
Near-instant response to a call for service from a connected customer

Industry disruption represents the logical evolution of multiple new gamechanging business models competing for dominance.

Rapid assessment of the situation by a remote expert or team of
specialists

Disruption arrives from the bottom end of the market

More efficient use of the best available experts anywhere in the world
Higher got it right the first time job-ticket completion rates
5. Fusion products and leveraged services that demonstrate the synergistic
power of a connected workforce.

Different Measure of Performance

Fusion products deliver contextual insights derived from the total
situation awareness of every connected asset, worker, and customer,
adding the power of ML and AI to deliver descriptive, predictive, and
prescriptive insights and, eventually, trigger autonomic self-healing of
systems.
Leveraged services will emphasize a dizzying array of advisory, diagnostic,
and simulation services, sold on the basis of a specified business
outcome.
6. New game-changing business models add systemic value to customers
and partners and capture financial and nonfinancial value (data and analytic
models) in return.
Currently, speculation continues to run wild about the shape or dynamic of
these game-changing business models.

Bringing a better product into
an established market
ING

D
MAN
- DE
MOST MERS
CUSTO

LOW-END DISTRIBUTION
Addressing overserved customers
with a low-cost business model

ING

D
MAN
- DE
LEAST MERS
CUSTO

NEW MARKET DISRUPTION
Compete against non-consumption

TIME

TIME

However, we predict that these new game-changing business models will:

FROM “Disruptive Technologies Catching the Wave” , Harvard Business Review, January 1995

Emerge with the velocity and scale of a tidal wave and thus preempt most
competitive countermeasures
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Different Measure of Performance

SUSTAINING TECHNOLOGY

The figure above depicts how a barely “good enough” solution that satisfies the needs of customers, usually those not willing or able to pay for a fully featured solution, can over time challenge
or overtake larger incumbent competitors.
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What depicts a connected worker?
Connected workers exploit the combined resources of local offline computers (tablet or smartphone) and storage with always-on ICT infrastructure (mobile device
management, operational data feeds, and digital asset management).
Connected workers using industrial wearable computers employ the concept of edge computing—the technical capacity to collect and transform data on a
local, offline basis and, later, synchronize both local and online data with the main ICT infrastructure. Edge computing provides the missing piece of how an
organization maintains its single version of truth. The figure below depicts most of the key elements of a connected worker.

LOCAL OFFLINE
Contextual
Annotation

BLENDED

HiDef Camera

Location:
GPS or Beacon

Product, Equipment or
Palette Identification

Micro Display
Multimedia
Content

GLOBAL ONLINE
Industrial Internet

Connected Assets of
the Industrial Internet

Multi-screen video-sharing
and Webmeetings
Situation Awareness

Head-mounted
Computer
High Capacity
Swapper Storage
Team of Teams
Interactive Form and Apps
1
2
3

Offline Forms and Apps
Bluetooth

1
2
3

Realtime Dashboard

Health
Sensor

Accessories
and Sensors

Digital Asset Infrastucture and
Content Mediation Workflows

USB Hub

Tool Belt

Mobile LTE

Connected Worker-A.2v

The connected worker can operate in an autonomous offline mode using the local computing power, storage, apps, and content of an industrial wearable computer. In the online mode, the connected worker can marshal
the global resources of the Industrial Internet. Digital asset management and content mediation (clearance and approval) workflows of worker-generated content ensure the accurate, secure, and audited use of each
digital asset (content, metadata).
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What comprises the intelligent assistance (IA) of connected workers?
IA provides a set of tools, apps, content, and ways of collaborating for industrial workers, increasing their safety, productivity and work knowledge.
The figure below depicts a simplified workflow and seven types of IA. As the Industrial Internet continues to evolve, thousands of new apps, content formats,
and connected services will support connected workers—the primary users of industrial wearable computers.
For example, we anticipate that the continuous upskilling, certification of “nano-degrees” in specific skills and tools, and peer coaching will drive subsequent
innovation of more advanced IA (bots, agents, prescriptive recommendations) as well as the development of fusion products and leveraged services.

Intelligent assistance will augment each step of the common workflow, increasing safety, productivity, and knowledge of the work
WORKFLOW

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Job
Order

Scan QR
Code on
Machine

Access
Geo-fenced
Content

Review
Maintenance
Logs &
Updates

Begin Visual
Work
Instructions

Watch Howto Explainer
Videos

Reference
Technical
Schematics

Confer
with Remote
Specialist

Submit
Order for
Replacement
Parts

Complete
Job Order

Digital Asset
Infrastructure
Document
Navigator

INTELLIGENCE ASSISTANCE

Visual Work
Instructions
Remote Mentors
& Virtual Crews
Mobile
Forms
Real-Time Data
Dashboard

Intelligent Assistance-A.2v

Ecosystem
Apps & Services

Common wisdom of field service work says that 80 percent of all job orders consume 20 percent of all available time; the remaining 20 percent—the wicked problems that most affect the time to restore uptime of a
critical system—consumes 80 percent of all available time. Intelligent assistance will deliver its greatest return on investment from expediting the resolution of these wicked problems.
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Most technology-driven revolutions arise from the novel
configuration of preexisting technologies and the delighted
satisfaction of one or two previously unknown customer needs.
The Industrial Internet revolution has just began.
Big data, machine learning and artificial intelligence have grabbed
most of the headlines.
The true catalyst for unlocking the true promise of the Industrial
Internet lies elsewhere.

What keystone innovation will drive the emergence of the Industrial Internet?
The Industrial Internet will take several more years to bloom, bear fruit, and
seed subsequent revolutions.

Enterprise Computing Evolves in Basic Eras

As in preceding technology-driven revolutions, the Industrial Internet will gain
momentum with a singular keystone innovation: a new hardware-device that
sports a more elegant human–computer interface.
The table to the right depicts the history of enterprise computing. In a general
sense, each era represents a 10-year period of intense innovation and growth.
As preceding eras enter into a phase of maturity and consolidation, they also
support the emergence of subsequent eras.
For example, the Internet-connected mobile phone and dirt-simple
consumerized apps made way for the mobile-social-cloud-big data revolution—
and several hundred billion dollars in new wealth. Although many of the critical
pieces existed prior, the iPhone served as the catalyst for this era, beginning in
2007.
We argue that the next era of enterprise computing will focus on the Industrial
Internet and the productivity of assets, starting with the IA of connected
workers at medium- to large-sized organizations.
We estimate that Internet of Consumer Things will develop in parallel and
begin to converge with the Industrial Internet by 2020, reflecting the data
convergence of connected health, automobiles, and job training.

Mainframes and custom software with basic text user-interfaces

1970

Minicomputers and an ecosystem with hundreds of modifiable
software programs with configurable text user-interfaces

1980

Personal computers and an ecosystem with thousands of software packages with the first graphical user-interfaces

1990

Multimedia computers, connected to local area networks, and
an ecosystem with tens of thousands of software packages with
advanced graphical user-interfaces

2000

Portable and desktop computers, connected to the Internet, an
ecosystem with tens of thousands of software-as-a-service providers with website browser-based user interfaces and user-configurable services

2007

Smart phones with always-on access to the Internet and millions
of consumerized apps, creating the explosion of search, digital
marketing, social networks, and cloud services

2016+

Internet of Things
Wearable computers with complete hands-free voice interfaces connected to
global ecosystem of apps, cloud services, and the Internet of Things

Dozens of research firms forecast that the Industrial Internet represents the
largest, fastest-growing sector within global infotech.

Internet of Consumer Things: Smart Home, Entertainment, Automobiles,
and Health & Fitness
Industrial Internet and the Productivity of Assets: Smart machines, factories,
fleets, and cities

We argue that the head-mounted computer with complete hands-free
voice interfaces, purpose-built for noisy industrial environments (with near
100-percent accuracy of voice-recognition in 95-decibel environments), will
become the keystone innovation for the rapid emergence of the Industrial
Internet.
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1960

In each era, singular keystone innovation—comprised of faster, smaller, and cheaper hardware
device with a more powerful human-machine interface—unlocked a 10-year wave of innovation,
the emergence 800-pound gorilla winner-takes-all vendors, and billions in new wealth creation.
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How will the demand for head-mounted tablets form a new industrial value chain?
Industry value chains represent a set of activities and products by which
several organizations add value to the end-chain customer. The figure below
depicts the value chain for industrial wearable computers. It features the
RealWear HMT-1, a hands-free head-mounted tablet, as the keystone

innovation for connected worker programs of the Industrial Internet. We
believe that the HMT-1 and other industrial wearable computers will unlock
the estimated trillion-dollar wave of productivity gains and wealth creation of
the Industrial Internet.

A new value chain has already emerged around an industrial wearable computer
INTERNAL

Benefit Areas
Influence
Channels

Direct Sales
Field sales
Content management

Content marketing

Data management

Channel co-marketng
and team selling

Distribution
Channel

Component OEMs

Head-mounted tablet

Imaging cameras

Service-based
solution integrators

Hardware
and software
development kits

Lithium batteries
Software
Tablet OS: Android 6

Software-based
solution integrators

Voice-enablement
conversion tools

Specialty and
master distributors

Voice recognition
Industrial Worker
Productivity Apps

EXTERNAL

STRATEGIC INFLUENCERS

RealWear

Micro-displays

Customer success

Hardware-based
solution integrators

Android
Ecosystem

Remote Mentor
Document Navigator
Visual Work
Instructions

Developers
Publishers
Integrators

Mobile Voice Forms

Enterprise app stores

IIoT Data Visualization

Mobile device
management

INTELLIGENT ASSISTANCE
FOUNDATION

TACTICAL INFLUENCERS

Machine learning / AI

Microprocessors

Industry thought
leadership

Ecommerce

Cloud Services

Influence
Channels
Enterprise software
vendors

ICT Infrastructure
Industry Sectors

Cybersecurity

Advanced
manufacturing

Data aggregators

Aerospace

Operations software

Data maintenance

Aircraft maintenance
and repair
Chemicals and
plastics

ENTERPRISE

Application Areas

Education

Customer services

Energy and power

Equipment operations

Engineering and
construction

Infrastructure
management

Facilities management

Inspections

Enterprise hardware
vendors

Healthcare

Installation

Heavy manufacturing

Management
consultancies and
solution integrators

Logistics and
warehouse

Maintenance and
repair

Accessory
manufacturers of
safety gear, tools,
and instruments
Field service
organizations:
Facilities, HazMat,
maintenance
Industrial app and
software developers
Subject matter
experts: Consultants,
training, etc.

Performance
support

Oil and gas

Safety monitoring

Public safety
(smart cities)

Training

Real Estate
development
Telecom infrastructure
Transportation
Utilities

- Securitization of
digital assets

Revenue

- Greater uptime
- Less unscheduled
maintenance
- Improved customer
satisfaction

Governance, Risk &
Compliance
- Fuller adherence to
safety protocols
- Video-documented work

Fixed Cost Reductions

Mining and minerals

Retail

Balance Sheet

- Capitalization of new
digital assets

- Delay of new hiring
- Fewer two-worker details
- Improved utilization of
scarce specialists

Variable Cost
Reductions
- Reduced travel expenses
- Shorter time to train
and certify new hires

Greater Productivity
Social Networks

- Shorter time to clear a
work order

Conferences

Culture Enhancement

Executive programs

- Better integration of
bi-modal (Millennial and
Boomer) workers
- More effective
traditional and reverse
mentoring

Practitioner
communities
Publications

Value Chain-Industrial Internet-A.5v

The figure above depicts the value chain for industrial wearable computers. It highlights the role that the RealWear HMT-1 can play in delivering real benefits to organizations with connected worker programs and a longterm growth strategy for the Industrial Internet.
EXECUTIVE PRIMER | Hands-free Revolution
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What should prioritize industry investments in the early adoption phase?
100%

Industry investment must focus on the
customer success of the early adopters

75%
Current
Adoption Phase
of Industrial
Internet

For example, the combined purchases of
Early Majority Adopters (34%) and Late
Majority Adopters (34%) represent 68% of
total market revenuers.

60%

25%
The figure to the right depicts the most
critical juncture in market growth: the
transition from successful Early Adopters
to the ambitious but more risk-adverse
early majority adopters.
Our research of technology markets,
spanning 30 years, reveals a recurring set
of milestones for monetizing the prior
successes of early adopters.
Breakthrough prototypes emphasize the
use of small agile teams to research and
validate relevant use cases with available
technology.
We recommend that the vendors of Industrial
Internet products and services pool their
investments to support early adopter
programs and sponsor the development of
breakthrough prototypes.

TOTAL MARKET SHARE OVER TIME

Many promising technologies, especially
those targeted to business or enterprise
customers take several years before
achieving significant and sustainable
growth: 68 percent of the total market,
including the combined purchases of early
and late majority adopters.

ADOPTER CATEGORIES FOR THE DIFFUSION OF INNOVATION
Experimenters
and Innovators

2.5%

Early
Adopters

13.5%

Early Majority
Adopters

34%

Late Majority
Adopters

34%

Lagging
Adopters

16%

ALL
Adopters

=

100%

MAJOR MILESTONES FOR MONETIZING EARLY ADOPTER SUCCESSES FOR MARKET EXPANSION

1

Breakthrough
Prototypes

2

BUSINESS CASE
PERFORMANCE

Use cases: Self-evident, lower
consequence situations and a
small group of pioneering users

Primary research: Interviews,
observation, white boarding
sessions, workflow patterns

Validation: Jobs to be done:
functional, emotional,
interpersonal, and institutional

Activity-based analyses:
Activity-task details of
use-cases

Agile sprints: Solutioneering
teams and core protocols

Metrics: Safer or faster within a
time-to-value framework

Technology: Use of commercial
off the shelf tools and
prototyping frameworks

Instrumentation: Data
collection and summarization of
productivity gains, cost savings,
and safety

3

4

VALUE THAT SCALES

ECOSYSTEM
MONETIZATION

Sponsor: All-in executive and
funding model

Advisory services: Paid
engagements and subscriptions

Business case: Clear, credible
and authoritative investment
analysis that justify a funding
decision

Industry conferences: Sponsors,
exhibitors, and delegates

Operational plan: 3-year
budgets with performance
milestones

Consultancies: Budgeted and
executed projects
Recruitment: Placement and
coaching of new employees
and teams

Self-fundable: Realistic time to
breakeven with a goal of less
than 11 months

Adoption-S-Curve-MARKET EXPANSION-A.9 ©2017 Michael Jay Moon and Zulfquar Deo All rights reserved Source: Everett Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations and Geoff Moore, Cross The Chasm 2.0

The figure above depicts the four phases of a market and the milestones for monetizing the customer success of Early Adopters.
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What will be the most probable path of emergence for the Industrial Internet?
Industrial wearable computers will adapt existing mobile apps and cloud services for use with a more powerful user interface.
Like the transition from desktop PCs to smartphones, industrial wearable computers will introduce a new user-experience paradigm: 100-percent hands-free
user interface to apps, web services, and collaborative ways of working.
Enterprises committed to the exploitation
of the Industrial Internet should not wait
for this new hands-free paradigm to
become standardized and sourced from
multiple vendors.

Connected worker programs should start with pathfinder projects and the rapid discovery of a
demonstrable return on investment from scalable solutions

Rather, we recommend that industrial
enterprises and their industry partners
start now.

Intelligent Assistance
of Connected Workers

e
Som

This would entail participating in the
broader definition and standardization
of hands-free industrial applications and
related services.

t
Do I
ter
t La
Do I

The figure to the right depicts a general
plan for harnessing hands-free industrial
applications and services, focusing on an
initial set of pathfinder projects.
Successful pathfinder projects will
demonstrate a return on investment,
combining productivity gains, cost savings,
and fewer episodes of unscheduled
downtime and safety infractions.

Real-time Management of
Physical Assets by Their
Digital Twins

w
t No
Do I

Workforce Multiplier

w
t No
Do I

Value Scaling

Pathfinder Projects

Demonstrable
Return-on-investment

r

Late

Autonomous, Pull
Economies

Fusion Products &
Leveraged Services

Deep Process Entanglement

Platform-based Business Models

Value Chain Partners
INFLECTION POINT
Broad awareness that “software
ate” the factory, fleet, and
industrial infrastructure

Structural Change

LESSER

Day

NEW ERA
As characterized by systemic,
unpredictable and sudden changes to
industries, competitive footings, and
organizational structures

Industrial Internet-Long term view-1-PATHFINDERS-A.4

GREATER

The Industrial Internet will take a decade or more to deliver its full promise. Meanwhile, we advocate a short-term focus on the rapid, small-scale
validation of promising use cases with existing commercial off-the-shelf technologies. This should entail the rapid development of Pathfinder Projects
with the goal of discovering a demonstrable return-on-investment from a larger-scale rollout.

EXECUTIVE PRIMER | Hands-free Revolution
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How will connected worker program drive the emergence of the Industrial Internet?
The long-term promise of the Industrial Internet represents the dramatic increase in productivity of things, including physical and digital assets. The figure below
depicts the five probable phases for the realization this promise.
Pathfinder projects represent intelligent
assistance of today’s work.
Value scaling deploys successful prototypes
across the enterprise, emphasizing one
primary value driver (asset utilization,
customer satisfaction, etc.)
Workforce multiplier harnesses the collective
productivity of connected workers, deploying
the principles of Team of Teams to total
customer success and the gamification of
continuous upskilling of connected workers.
Fusion products and leveraged services
represent many things—none of greater
importance than the near-complete
disintermediation of all parties between a
primary user of a device or system and the
principal inventors and producers of the
device or system.
Autonomous, pull economies constitute a
placeholder metaphor for the unimaginable
transformation of our world, including one
all-but-certain artifact of the future: the
securitization of digital twins (digital assets)
and secondary markets for the management
of the new asset class on corporate balance
sheets.
5

See Team of Teams by Gen. Stanley McChrystal

6

See Actionable Gamification by Yu-kai Chou
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The trillion-dollar payoff from the Industrial Internet stands on the shoulders of the
connected workforce
e
Som
t
Do I
t
Do I
t
Do I
w
t No
Do I

Pathfinder
Projects
Research: Existing jobs
to be done in selected
areas or accounts:
Use cases:
1. Customer-facing
2. Operational
3. New hire onboarding
/ certification

Value scaling
Asset utilization:
Reduce unscheduled
downtime
Customer
satisfaction:
Shorten serviceticket cycle times
Worker productivity:
Clear job-tickets
faster with fewer
FTEs

Futureproof: Three
use cases with testable
hypotheses

Cost reduction:
Reduced fixed &
variable expenses

Concierge
prototyping:
Agile Development
of one or more smallscale, instrumented
solutions

Risk reduction:
Coach safety
& regulatory
compliance in real
time

r

Late

Autonomous,
Pull EconomiES

r

Late

Now

Workforce
Multiplier
Realtime situation
awareness: Workers,
assets, key
indicators, and
customer valuecreation
Total customer
success:
Reverse-engineer
process “secret
sauce” (improved
right-to-win)
Worker-role
gamification:
Baseline and stretch
goals with sprint
progressions
Engagement:
Continuous
up-skilling, just-intime learning, and
peer coaching

Day

Fusion Products
& Leveraged
Services
Monetization: Payper-use / results
Data: Activityincident heat maps
with deep analytics
Platform gorillas:
Data aggregators,
insight refineries,
digital asset portfolio
managers, etc.
Outcome-based:
Products as service
and services as
products; customers
pay for business
results (“power by
the hour”), reducing
future Capex for new
equipment

Continuous: Realtime demand-sensing
& replenishment
Value: Atomized to
smallest,
recombinant units
Direct: Deep,
interwoven lock-ins
with primary value
creators (full
disintermediation)
Securitization:
Physical and digital
assets with longterm performance
contracts

The figure above depicts a three-to-seven year roadmap for the exploitation of the Industrial Internet. Much of the future promise of the Industrial
Internet (Fusion Products, etc.) pivots on the short-term success of connected worker programs. Concierge Prototypes represent a functional but
small-scale solution, usually co-developed with an external consultant.
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Savvy startup investors operate with a general theory about
the future and an insight about what will create a competitive
advantage.
They make lots of small investments.
However, they stage their investments based on traction milestones:
progress toward revenues and hyper-growth.
Savvy startup investors understand that most great companies start
with minimum viable products—that through the rapid iterative
validation will become category monsters.

What’s the case for starting with pathfinder projects?
Demonstrable return-on-investment represents an investment analysis—
based on real-world data and use cases—that justifies a subsequent release of
funding of a larger scale deployment (value scaling).

Pathfinder Projects emphasize the goal of rapid, small-scale validation of a few
use cases, investigating the following:
Readiness of new technologies
Willingness of end users to change how they work
Potential gaps in service delivery
Potential return on investment from a broader application or rollout of a
breakthrough solution
The figure to the right depicts a good
starting point for early adopters of
Industrial Internet capabilities.
We advocate starting pathfinder projects
today using industrial wearable computers
to validate use cases of three low
potential-consequence situations:
Customer service
Basic inspection
Basic training of new hires
Future-proofs result from workshopping
best- and worst-case scenarios for fieldtesting connected worker solutions.
Future-proofs entail the thorough vetting
of 45- or 90-day prototype development
projects.
Concierge prototyping then delivers smallscale deployments with data supporting a
business case.

Pathfinder projects start small, move fast,
and discover the real jobs to be done

e
Som

Day

ater

tL
Do I

Autonomous, Pull
Economies

ater

tL
Do I

Fusion Products &
Leveraged Services

w
t No
Do I
w
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Pathfinder
Projects
Research: Existing jobs to
be done in selected areas
or accounts
Use cases:
1. Customer-facing
2. Operational
3. New hire onboarding /
certification
Futureproof: Three
use cases with testable
hypotheses
Concierge prototyping:
Agile Development of
one or more small-scale,
instrumented solutions

Workforce Multiplier

Value Scaling

Deep Process Entanglement

Platform-based Business Models

Value Chain Partners

Demonstrable Return-on-investment from Prototypes and Pilots

Activity-based analysis of a current workflow or process
Baseline data for the time-to-complete a job order or standard operating procedure
Testable hypothesis for improvement of one key metric
Small group of users of an instrumented (data-collecting) procedure
Spreadsheet modeling of meaningful improvements, delays, and performance variables
Debate and resolution of data confirming and disconfirming the hypothesis
Formulation of a new testable hypothesis and small-group test
Post-mortem analysis of all data and anecdotes

Structural Change

LESSER

Industrial Internet-Long term view-1-PATHFINDERS-A.4

GREATER

Often, corporate clients will call upon the small cottage industry of specialized consultancies and solution development firms to speed the development of
Pathfinder Projects.

EXECUTIVE PRIMER | Hands-free Revolution
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What factors can facilitate and hinder the deployment of connected worker
programs?
GISTICS conducted a meta-analysis of 18 industry studies and analyst reports.
The figure below depicts a force-field model that summarizes cited factors that
can facilitate and hinder the successful exploitation of the Industrial Internet.

We use these models to kick off the future-proofing of workshops, in which
two or more teams can build force-field models depicting optimistic and
pessimistic scenarios. Both these scenarios feed a third and more balanced
scenario—the basis for proceeding with the chosen pathfinder projects.

Force-field factor analysis summarizes key findings of 18 market studies
FACTORS FACILITATING CHANGE
Recognition that a winner-take-all game started

FACTORS HINDERING CHANGE

Unrelenting drive by a line-of-business leader

Mature enterprise
with effective
leadership
and relevant
capabilities

Operationalized Theory of Jobs To Be Done

Strong balance
sheet & quarterly
results

Commitment to lead your sector

Moving fast, learning faster agile practices

Regulations and compliance

CURRENT STATE

Weak theory of the future & competitive advantage

Risk-adverse infrastructure and operations leaders

Allergies to uncertainty, risk, and experimentation

Long-term
customer
engagement &
contracts

Heavy-handed project management

Adequate mobile device management

Over-indexing on operational efficiency

Robust ecosystem of ICT and solution providers

Spotty high-speed mobile Internet service areas

Startup-like incentives: gain-share the big win

Stagnant culture of fiefdoms and incrementalism

FUTURE STATE
Challenger to
status quo with
new business
models and
products
Earning the right
to win in the Next
Economy with
“secret sauce”
customer-user
success processes
Hedging tens to
hundrends of
phased
innovation
investments

Force field model-industrial internet-A.1

This figure depicts the common factors that can facilitate and hinder the full adoption of the Industrial Internet. As a general rule, the elimination of one hindering factor represents adding two or more facilitating factors.
The rapid, accurate identification of hindering factors and the focused efforts to eliminate or reduce their effects suggests a key priority of Pathfinder Projects.
7

Topics included the Internet of things, Industrial Internet, connected workers, intelligent assistance, industrial augmented reality, enterprise digital asset management, and trends in asset securitization
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When you are solving a customer’s job, your products essentially
become services.
What matters is not the bundle of product attributes you rope
together, but the experiences that enable you to help your
customers make the progress they want to make.
Clayton Christensen, author and expert on disruptive innovation
Competing Against Luck: The Story of Innovation and Customer Choice, page 64

What is the common root cause for the failure of most innovations?

Now 10 years into its refinement, Clayton Christiansen
and his partners have operationalized their Theory of
Jobs to Be Done. This theory describes how customers
“hire” a product or service to get a set of jobs done
and achieve meaningful progress in their daily work,
personal life or professional career, and their role as an
employee or citizen. The figure to the right depicts key
elements for de-risking investments in innovation.
1. Theory of improvement for the connected
worker might frame the targeted gains in safety,
productivity, and training.
2. Interviews and ethnography emphasize direct
observation and engagement with frontline workers
and their supervisors. Structured qualitative research
might include extensive field notes and content
analysis of one-on-one or small group interviews.
3. The stakeholder matrix calls attention to the need
to develop a job spec for each key influencer of

A well-defined job spec becomes the North Star for an organization
Greater efficiency or
asset utilization
Lower fixed or variable
costs
Higher revenues
from existing or new
products, customers, or
markets
Lower risk or fewer
infractions

Jobs discovery
Experience design
Organizational
alignment
Deep integration

EXAMPLES

Many innovations fail because of a lack of empathy for
what the customer or target user needs, what frustrates
them, and what hacks or workarounds they currently
tolerate.

66

Marketplace
Presence &
Engagement

Value
Creation,
Argumentation
& Forensics

5

FuncTional Jobs
Read manual
Discuss with
remote experts

Attitudes
Backgrounds
Circumstances

Prototype development and
deployment teams

JOBS
TO BE
DONE

4

Emotional Jobs
Confidence to
proceed
Camaraderie

Real and perceived
Physical and
emotional
Conscious and
unaware

2

Interviews &
Ethnography

3 Stakeholder
Matrix

Purchase decisioninfluence teams
Development &
deployment teams

Journey
Mapping

PAIN POINTS

JOB DRIVERS

Purchase decision teams

7

of
1 Theory
Improvement

Job Specs

Ambassadors & enduser cohorts

Social Jobs
Reassure customers

InstituTIonal or
Cultural Jobs
Reduce downtime

Wow customers
with mastery

CURRENT
APPROACHES
None
Brute force
Workaround
Inadequate or
legacy equipment

Improve safety

SUCCESS CRITERIA
Real or eliminate
Increase or
enhance
Add or create
Maintain or
preserve
Balance or enable

End users of an initial rollout

OBSTACLES
Competition
Business model
alignment
Organizational
structure
Workflow and
systems
People and
culture

Jobs to be done-A.2

4. Job specs describe why a particular group of
customers—who share similar contexts, motivations,
and success criteria—hires a product or service to
achieve progress towards a goal or general aim.
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The figure above depicts an operationalized framework for creating customer empathy, using research on job drivers to paint a vivid and
compelling portrait of why customers hire products or services from a preferred vendor in a noisy, competitive market.
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5. Journey mapping represents a narrative documentary, often rendered as
a storyboard; displayed as a large wall-mounted poster or pin board; and
refined through iterative research, debate, and resolution.

7. Marketspace presence and engagement can represent an internal program
or external (customer- or partner-success) portal, providing access to the
following:

Jobs discovery answers a set of questions depicted in the table below.

Video libraries: Explanations, feature-function demonstrations,
whiteboard sessions webinars, troubleshooting, etc.

Experience design explains the who, how much, where, when, how,
and why of satisfying the job spec and producing a “wow” experience
with the customer.
Deep integration with the customer weaves a vendor’s products or
services into the fabric of the customer’s business processes and
systems.

Tools and worksheets: Data collection, benchmarking, return on
investment calculations, etc.
Certifications: Testing, assessment, and nano-degrees in selected skill
sets.

6. Value creation, argumentation, and forensics translate a job spec into the
following:

Essential questions on job discovery

Value proposition that frames a set of desired and attainable benefits.

1. What progress does the particular stakeholder (user, decision
influencer, developer, etc.) seek to accomplish?

Business case that provides an investment analysis that justifies the
purchase decision.
Requirements document that summarizes primary and secondary research.

2. What are the functional, emotional, social, and institutional (or
cultural) dimensions of the desired progress?

To address the engagement of commercial customers, forensics represents the
curation of public information sources in support of content marketing and
sales enablement, compiling a database of these ecosystem resources:

3. What are the circumstances of the particular stakeholder’s
struggle? Who, how much, where, when, how, while doing what, and
why?

Watering holes where prospective customers congregate and engage
potential vendors and key influencers.

4. What factors hinder the particular stakeholder from making that
progress?

Influencers who publish articles, blogs, or reports; who speak at industry
conferences or to analysts and the press; and who consult, educate, or
train members of the customer’s decision influence teams.

5. What factors facilitate the particular stakeholder making that
progress?

Competitive substitutes that customers might use instead, including
willful toleration of an annoying situation, use of off-label products
intended for use elsewhere, and one-off hacks or workarounds.

6. How are the primary users or customers making do with
imperfect solutions or compensating actions?

Ecosystem firms that in some way add value to end-use customers.

7. What criteria do users or customers use to define a quality
solution with acceptable trade-offs?

Authoritative content in the form of the most read or viewed articles,
blogs, books, infographics, presentations, videos, and webinars.

EXECUTIVE PRIMER | Hands-free Revolution
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How can a strategy map assist in prioritizing investments in connected worker
programs?
Advocates of connected worker programs must
secure the ongoing support of the executive
leadership and frontline workers and their
supervisors.
The figure to the right depicts a strategy map—a
visual explanation of a basic connected worker
program—and an effective way of securing and
sustaining organizational support.
Value that scales
In this paper, we recommended a short-term focus
on pathfinder projects and the discovery/invention
of value that scales.
Although every organization has a unique set of
circumstances, pursuit of value that scales will lead
to breakthrough insights into a small number of Jobs
To Be Done by connected workers.
Our research on early adopters of IA of connected
workers revealed initial success in the onboarding
and training of new industrial workers.
We found that one of the most effective programs
for recruiting and retaining younger workers
(millennials) emphasized connected, collaborative,
and gamified ways of working. Unsurprisingly, the
delivery of this program requires traditional forms of
mentoring and reverse mentoring (where younger,
tech-savvy workers coach older workers in more
connected and collaborative ways of working).
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Effective strategy reflects a shared understanding and commitment
VALUE THAT
SCALES

1

FINANCIAL
FOCUS

2
3

CUSTOMER
FOCUS

PROCESS
FOCUS

4

LEARNING
& GROWTH
FOCUS

Improve productivity
from

Decreased waste
Increased asset utilization
Reduced costs

Increase revenues
from

Existing accounts
Existing products & services
Existing market segments
With existing & new channels

Grow new revenues
from

New accounts
New products & services
New markets
With existing & new channels

Improve Operating Quality
& Efficiency

Grow High-value Customer
Relationships

Accelerate Product Innovation

Establish market leadership in
customer experience of quality,
value & satisfaction

Provide service level agreements
with advisory services, nearinstant response times, and
continuous on-boarding

Incorporate customer insights
and proprietary data and
process knowledge into
addictive products or solutions

Create baseline process-control
data sets & metrics for improved
product performance or service
delivery

Optimize for customer success,
account development, and
collaborative solutions

Master customer research (Jobs
to be done) and rapid prototyping
of breakthrough solutions within
business ecosystem

Prototype / refine systems &
protocols for managing costs

Expand channels, offerings &
markets

Optimize lead-to-cash cycle time
with more efficient workflows

Reduce cycle times for lead-tocash cycle and time-to-market of
global campaigns

Establish connected work jobs with
role-specific KPIs and team-based
compensation schemes

Implement autonomous work
policies, management decisionspaces & get-it-done culture

Identify next-generation market
opportunities
Make staged venture-investments
in a portfolio of innovation
experiments

Enable & require continuous
learning, peer-coaching & sharing of
knowledge

The figure above depicts an example of a strategy map for a connected customer program of a field service firm. Connected customers use the
head-mounted computer that the service firm provides.
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How can GISTICS assist in speeding the
market growth for the intelligent assistance of
connected worker programs?
Introducing the power of thought leadership.

How can transmedia publications (T-Pubs) assist in connecting with internal
stakeholders? With partners? Customers? Investors?
Most executives today accept that their
organizations have become content creators and
publishers.
These executives also know that their
organizations barely exploit most of their primary
knowledge sources (depicted in the figure to
the right; nor do they use recent innovations in
publishing technology (transmediation). 8

Transmedia Publications engages stakeholders in a more powerful manner
PRIMARY KNOWLEDGE SOURCES

Interviews

Whiteboard discussion

T-Pubs combine the best of fixed-format PDFs,
dedicated microsites, interactive Web services,
and native mobile apps.
Click here to view a showcase of T-pubs
Co-marketing sponsorships
Contact GISTICS to learn how we can speed
up the conversion of your existing content into
always-on, interactive T-pubs with the continuous
addition of supplemental content.
8

Research
CO-MARKETING
SPONSORSHIP

ORIGINAL AUTHORSHIP

Audios

Drawings

Presentations

The figure to the right depicts a new publishing
paradigm and a more effective way to engage
stakeholders.
Transmedia Publications (T-Pubs)
GISTICS and its publishing partner, RePubIT,
provide organizations with a simple, effective, and
modern way to connect with the imaginations of
customers and other stakeholders.

Forensics

Text Docs

Photos

Videos

TRANSMEDITATION

PRODUCTION
PUB LAYOUT
InDesign
Illustrator
MS Office
Photoshop
Premier /
Final Cut
For Sale at
Amazon,
Apple, Barnes &
Noble, etc

PDF

DISTRIBUTON
HTML5 DIGITAL MASTER
Secure repository
Live updates
Add supplemental content

Ebook

Printed

Lettershop
fulfillment to
key “boomer”
execs

White papers: Internal,
co-marketing, commissioned
Reports: Meta-analysis, original
research, curated collections
Curated readers: Forensic
findings with commentary
Interviews: Internal execs, early
adopters, partners
Video albums: Internal execs,
early adopters, partners
Community: Articles, blogs,
infographics, webinars

Supplemental

Download

HTML5 WEB APP

MAGAZINE APP

Always on
Public / members area
CRM sign-in forms
Co-branding
Shopping cart with
eCommerce

iOS, Android, Windows
Annual or topic “volumes”
with periodical (weekly,
monthly, etc.) “issues”
Automatic updates from
HTML5 Digital Masters

Footnotes: Articles, blogs, books, etc.
“Tall pages”: Vertical scrolling “below the fold” HTML5 page
Videos: Industry keynotes, summit speakers, explainers, edited Webinars
Interviews (MP3s / full-text): Execs, partners, analysts, pundits
Photos: People, product, UX screenseCommerce
Graphics: Datagraphics, infographics, visual explanations
Tables and sortable spreadsheets: ROI calculations, comparisons, RFIs

Latest content
in a PDF

7_Transmedia-Pub-Overview-B3

The figure above depicts a new paradigm in thought leadership, content marketing and customer success: the ability to create and manage an
always-on digital master by which to push updates and supplemental content to public or registered users of your branded HTML5 Web app and
native iOS, Android, and Windows apps.

Transmediation represents the conversion of existing publications and content into more engaging, informative, and enduring interactive experiences. Transmediation often entails adding curated content (hyperlinks to authoritative content), interactive services (CRM-forms, surveys, shopping carts, etc.), multimedia (audio, video, webinar recordings), and analytics to a secure, scalable, and always-on publishing infrastructure.
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May we demonstrate the power of a transmedia, using one of your white papers?
For qualified firms, GISTICS offers to transmediate a legacy publication into a online digital master and HTML5 Web app. The figure below depicts a five to nineday turn-around time. Contact Michael Jay Moon: moon@gistics.com or +1 415 509 5023.
5 to 9 DAY TURN-AROUND TIME

Legacy Publication

Transmediation

Online Digital Master

HTML5 Web App
with PDF download

PDF

Start with any PDF or MS
Office file

Extract text and images

Establish a single, editable
version of truth

Access always-on T-pub
with permalink URL

Use any case study,
guidebook, report, or white
paper

Transform into HTML5
Reformat content for new
formats and channels

Access a secure, high
availability cloud

Add suplemental integrations, content and
hyperlinks

Add incremental content or
test and switch out low-performing content

Responsive for use with
smartphones, tablets,
desktops and large-format
digital displays
Download as PDF

POTENTIAL ENHANCEMENTS

INTEGRATIONS

INTERACTIVITY & MULTIMEDIA

SUPLEMENTAL CONTENT

DISTRIBUTION

CRM: Salesforce, Zoho, Pipedrive

Audio: Embedded MP3 and streaming

Footnotes: Articles, blogs, books, etc.

ePub: Amazon, Apple iBooks, B&N

Forms: Active Campaign, Formstack, Wufoo

Interactivity: Hyperlinks, pop-up text, text search

Videos: Keynotes, explainers, Webinars

PDF: On-demand downloads

Inbound: Active Campaign, Hubspot, Marketo

Motion Graphics: animations, GIFs, simulations,
whiteboards

Interviews (MP3s / full-text): Execs,
partners, analysts, pundits
Photos: People, product, UX screens
Graphics: Datagraphics, infographics,
visual explanations

Mobile apps: iOS, Android, Windows

Payments: Authorize.net, Braintree, PayPal, Square
Service desk: ZenDesk, Get Satisfaction, UserVoice
Surveys: SurveyMonkey, etc.

Video: Embedded MPG4 or MOV and streaming
(Vimeo, YouTube)

Web: Permalink with embed codes
Print: Digital press, offset, office printer

Tables and sortable spreadsheets: ROI
calculations, comparisons, RFIs

Web Analytics: Google, Hotjar, Mixpanel
Spreadsheets & Tables: Google, SmartSheets,
Zoho, etc.
T-pub transmediation-TAT-A.2

The figure above depicts how GISTICS can enhance a legacy publication.
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About this publication

About GISTICS

AUTHORS

GISTICS connects the value of products and services with the imaginations and wallets of customers, especially in emerging or
disrupted markets. Often this entails the direct coordination of ecosystem partnerships and the rapid prototyping of breakthrough
solutions.

MICHAEL JAY MOON
President and Editor in Chief
GISTICS Incorporated
moon@gistics.com

ROCCO J. SANTORO
Partner, Customer Engagement
GISTICS Incorporated
santoro@gistics.com

GISTICS Inc.
92 Templar Place
Oakland CA 94618 USA

About the sponsors of this
publication
RealWear and its partners provided key insights that made
this publication possible.
RealWear manufactures the world’s first hands-free and
ruggedized head-mounted tablet solution for connected
industrial workers.

RealWear, Inc.
1851 McCarthy Boulevard, Suite 120 Milpitas, CA 95035
USA +1 669-235-5751
www.realwear.com

For technology vendors

For enterprise firms

GISTICS provides growth-marketing-as-a-service:

GISTICS provides solution-engineering-as-a-service:

Fractional Chief Marketing or Product Officers:
Executives in charge of building and transferring a new
strategic capability to a high-potential growth company

Fractional Chief Information or Technology Officers:
Executives and high-performing teams in charge of
building new strategic or transformational capabilities

Jobs to Be Done: Problem and solution interviews,
solution requirements, return-on-investment analysis, and
delivery system designs

Jobs to Be Done: Problem and solution interviews,
solution requirements, return-on-investment analysis, and
delivery system designs

Strategic Content: Brand identity, pitch presentations,
Website content, videos for product launches, product
demonstrations and customer success, and white papers

Business Case: Financial analyses that will justify phased
investment in a new capability

Partner Co-Marketing: Account research, lead generation
and nurture campaigns, team sales enablement, and
solution clinic roadshows
Thought Leadership: Industry-defining publications,
breakthrough events, co-authorship of books and articles,
and public speaking

GISTICS and its agents have used their best efforts to collect
and prepare the information published in this executive
white paper.
GISTICS does not assume, and hereby disclaims, any liability
for any loss or damage caused by errors and omissions in this
white paper, whether such errors or such omissions resulted
from negligence, accident, or other causes.
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Concierge Prototypes: Small proof-of-concepts and pilots
with return-on-investment calculations and three-year
operating plans

For startups
GISTICS provides executive coaching to co-founders and their
teams:
Fractional Chief Operating Officers: Executives in charge
of building high-performing teams with systems and
processes that can scale

©2017 GISTICS Incorporated. All rights reserved.
DOCUMENT: Hands Free Revolution-Executive Primer-v10v

Funding: Funding proposals to multiple sources (internal
groups and external stakeholders)

What’s in the name?
gist \’jist\ noun from Old French, third person singular
present tense of gesir to lie, fr. L jacére to lie. 1: the main
point or material part (as of a question or debate): the
pith of a matter: essence (the ~ of a question) <the ~ of
all that can be said upon the matter—R. L. Stevenson>
2: the ground or foundation of a legal action without
which it would not be sustainable; from Anglo-French
legal phrase cest action gist ‘this action lies’ denoting
sufficient grounds to proceed.
—Webster’s Third New International Dictionary Unabridged
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Full-Stack Business Models: Systematic validation
of the Jobs To Be Done (customer-problem fit, value
proposition, marketspace forensics, strategic messaging)
and technology stack implementation (business process
management, customer engagement, digital advertising)
Integrated Market Presence and Engagement: Strategy,
content, infrastructure, integrated marketing personnel,
sales, customer success, and social capability
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